


Som avedic is designed on t he pr inciple of  controlled release of energy from 
minerals. These include pr im ar ily sem i-precious or  precious st ones in a special 

conf igurat ion, which form  t he core of  Som avedic.

Specific minerals are used for set t ing up Somavedic devices based on the frequency range in 
which individual minerals ?vibrate?, radiat ing this vibrat ion to the surrounding environment , 

influencing it  in a part icularly beneficial way.

This is, to a certain extent , the basis of the therapeut ic or healing use of precious stones, 
which is, however, usually limited to the use of individual stones only which is not  the case 

with Somavedic.



Somavedic is a great helper in getting better. It 
neutralizes negative effects of Electrosmog, 
Geopathogenic Zones and Psychosomatic Zones, 
harmonizes the environment, cleans and balances 
human energy system (e.g. chakras), helps eliminating 
long-term sources of diseases, restarts natural 
regeneration, structures water, boosts energy healing, 
deepens meditations and spiritual practices, improves 
sleep, helps with headaches, speeds up life 
synchronicities and much more.

A single unit can handle area of a sphere with radius of 
100-200 ft, penetrating through walls.

How does it  work?

Somavedic was developed by combining 15 years of 
experience in the field of Chinese, Ayurvedic and other 
complementary medicine and related areas, the 
inventor 's clairvoyant abilit ies and scientific knowledge 
in the field of frequency therapy. Somavedic contains a 
pyramid of precious and semi-precious materials in 
precisely calculated arrangement that allows the 
components to collaborate together similarly as a 
computer. It is then ?programmed? to bring the device 
to life and further maintained via quantum fields. 
Therefore, you can just place it at your home and forget 
about it. It will adapt to any changes by itself and even 
keep improving over time.

?If Somavedic helps a single person in the world, it?s 
already worth the effort?was the inventor 's initial 
statement in the beginning of his attempts. And 
indeed, it does help. By 2018, over 17,000 devices have 
been sold all over the world with 99.9% satisfaction 
rate.?Somavedic sells itself - it just works.?

The scientifically provable harmonizing effects of 
Somavedic have been confirmed by 3 independent 
certification authorities (BION, IGEF and IIREC) and the 
company constantly searches for new opportunities to 
show some visible proofs understandable by those who 
aren?t that sensitive to subtle energies. We are so 
confident about the quality that we offer 5 years 
warranty and 3 months money back guarantee if you, 
by any chance, aren?t satisfied.?90% of people out of a 
small handful, who return their Somavedics, eventually 
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want it back again, because after spending time without it, they 
have found out, that it actually worked.?

Our  own exper ience

When we got our first Somavedic, we fell in love with it 
immediately. It?s true that the first half year we got sick a bit 
more often as the device was cleaning us on all levels. But 
now we have become so much healthier! Even our 
4-year-old son who was last winter sick about 30% of time, 
this year missed school only 3 days during a strong 
epidemy. We love the charged water too. We were so happy 
with the results that we decided to start distributing 
Somavedics to Canada in our spare time and help other 
people too.

With love, Veronika

https://somavedic.ca

Electrosmog and EMF radiation

In towns and cities, the technically generated level of 
electromagnetic radion radiation, that is typical nowadays, is 
from ten million up to billion times higher, than the natural 
electromagnetic relict radiation which is necessary for life. 
That means we are all constantly exposed to electromagnetic 
pollution.

The excessive quantity of technical electromagnetic fields 
leads to numerous nature, animal and human biological 
disorders, caused by penetration of technical electromagnetic 
signals in the information systems of our cells and body 
organs.

We even use these technologies nonstop in our private lives 
too - devices such as smartphones, Bluetooth, Wireless LAN, 
remote-controlled garage door opening - all of these 
technologies are based on wireless communication systems.

This long-term exposure to electromagnetic radiation induces, 
among others, poor quality of sleep, loss of vitality, 
headaches, impaired concentration, tinnitus, decreased 
mental and physical endurance and a higher burden on the 
cardiovascular system.

Somavedic was specifically designed to harmonize these 
unwanted influences on our health.

Whether we are talking about geopathogenic zones or 
electrosmog, their effects and side effects can be harmonized 
by Somavedic.

About geopathogenic zones and geopathic stress

The word geopathogenic originates from two Greek words: 

geo meaning "earth" and pathos meaning "suffering" or 
"disease".

The first mentions of "dragon veins" (geopathogenic zones) 
come from China and are more than 4,000 years old. 
Before starting to build a house, the ancient Chinese 
invited water finders (Dowsers) to the site to determine the 
location of "dragon holes" (geopathogenic zones).

Geopathogenic zones are caused mostly by underground 
water currents or shifts in earth crust and other geological 
causes.

According to official literature staying in these zones is 
causing geopathic stress, which is a form of permanent 
stress caused by noxious earth energies, affecting our 
health by constantly draining our life force. Staying there 
for longer periods of time can cause cancer, liver diseases, 
lower urinary tract diseases, infertility, chronic rhinitis and 
a number of other diseases. A normal person will feel the 
malignant influence of the zones only when he/she gets 
sick.

Short stays in 
these areas are 
mostly harmless 
but the most 
important places 
to check for a 
geopathogenic 
zones are the bed 
where you sleep 
and the place of 
work, especially if you are sitting or standing at the same 
place, like office work.

Veronika Reckova Goldova
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Som avedic was specif ically designed t o harm onize 
t hese unwant ed inf luences on our  healt h.
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Somavedic?s positive effect on water has been proven 

also by IIREC Certificate.

Somavedic also speeds up evaporation of chlorine 

away from water. This can be seen as bubbles which 

start emerging on the glass if you leave the water near 

the Somavedic longer. Both this and harmonization of 

the water actually positively change the water taste 

and feel. This leads to an easier and more regular 

water intake.

Everything alive thrives around Somavedic

Due to the non-chemical and non-physical way of how 

Somavedic structures water, it has a major, very 

appealing, consequence ? it can structure also water 

inside your body, revitalizing your cells and organs, 

reinforcing healing and regeneration processes. And 

of course that it positively affects everything in its 

range, be it your children, your pets or even flowers!

www.somavedic.ca

Veronika Reckova Goldova

226-792-2634

Have you ever noticed that 2 glasses of water with 
identical chemical composition can taste and feel 
differently?

Have you ever felt very 

well refreshed after 

taking a small sip from 

a natural stream in the 

mountains while being 

still thirsty soon after 

you have drunk a full 

glass of bottled and 

?crystal clear? water? 

What is so special 

about the water in the 

pristine nature?

Why is it so hard to 

come even close to its 

feel and effects when 

we try to prepare the water artificially?

The answer is simple. There is far more to water (and 

matter in general) than just its chemical composition. 

Quantum physics has shown that everything is just 

vibrations and as such it carries information and 

energy.

It has been some time now since Dr. Masaru Emoto 

showed the world for the first time his research about 

water having ?memory?. This idea is now growing on 

popularity as more and more scientific institutions keep 

coming to the same conclusions (e.g. Aerospace 

institute in Stuttgart, Scientists in Uttigen, etc.)

~People do not believe in what they cannot see. We have 

managed to develop a reliable technique of 

photographing crystals of frozen water and made the 

invisible vibrations obvious.

~Dr. Masaru Emoto

Simply put, Dr. Emoto took samples of water, exposed 

them to the tested scenarios, then froze the water and 

took pictures of the crystals. The results have been 

amazingly consistent and inspiring.

Negative environment ? irregular, chaotic

Whenever the water was exposed to something 

negative, there were no nice crystals to be found.

Positive environment ? beauty, sacred geometry

On the other hand, every time when the water was 

exposed to positive 

environment, i.e. kind 

statements, beautiful 

music, photos of good 

things, pristine nature, 

prayer, etc. the crystals 

formed beautiful, 

hexagonal snowflake-like 

crystals.

As a side note, this 

research has visually 

proven why it may make 

sense to express 

gratitude to your food and drink (whether in a form of a 

prayer or in any other way).

The quality of the water we drink is substantial for our 

good health. Especially if we realize that our body itself 

is ~70% water.

Dr. Gerald Pollack from the University of Washington is 

one of the leading authorities on structured water today. 

After studying water science and technologies for the 

past decade-plus, he believes that water is profoundly 

impacted by light and heat-generating sources found in 

nature, which changes the molecular composition of the 

water we drink and store within our bodies.

When our cells? water molecules are optimally ?charged?, this 

positively impacts how the muscles and tissues throughout 

our body work. But when water is mechanically filtered, 

treated with chemicals and contaminated with various 

pollutants or toxins ? leading to high tap water toxicity and 

abnormal estrogen levels in our water ? the structure 

changes and, therefore, the water loses some of its healing 

benefits.

Here are some of the benefits of structured water:

Proper hydration is required for almost every activity of the 

body. It is essential for energy, digestion, bowel function, 

enzymes, skin, urinary tract and much more.

Structured water:

Increases absorption of vitamins, minerals and nutrients

Improves detoxification of pollutants

Enhances all health programs and weight balancing

Counteracts fatigue of dehydration better

Heals skin ? no more dry and itchy skin

Promotes immune system function and longevity

Improves discs and cartilage

Provides all the same benefits to your pets

How does Somavedic help with water?

Somavedic can re-harmonize the water and thus restore 

most of its natural potential. With the aforementioned 

researches in mind, below are test results of how Somavedic 

harmonizes water.

Frozen water crystal photographs were taken by Ernst F. 

Braun & Sarah Steinmann from Swiss Uttigen.

Str uctur ed 

Water

http://www.somavedic.ca


Reference 

Somavedic Medic Green Ultra: An 

Nguyen (Canada) 

I received my Somavedic Medic Green 

Ultra about 6 weeks ago and this lovely 

device has been an amazing addition to 

my life. I was in the process of 

detoxifying my life with the intention of 

stepping into deeper spiritual alignment 

and I found the perfect helper! I think 

this is why I was intuitively guided to 

this technology.

I?ve been using it to structure my food 

and water and almost everything you 

could imagine ? including my crystals 

and supplements! Overall I feel that my 

vitality and clarity has increased. My 

sleeps and dreams have been wonderful and my meditations have deepened. I feel as if I have an easier time 

accepting all my feelings and dealing with my ?issues? as they arise. As a result of  this releasing and detoxifying on a 

mental, physical and spiritual level, I?ve been brought into deeper alignment with my inner voice.

Overall, I am feeling so calm and peaceful these days ? despite these crazy times ? and with the onslaught of EMFs, 5G 

and other electrosmog pollutants I feel so protected. My home is like a sanctuary these days and my plants are loving 

it too! They?ve gotten so much more lush and happy in the last 6 weeks!

I am seriously so grateful that something like this exists. This is definitely what I would term ?ascension technology? 

and I think Somavedic is something that anyone who feels strongly about their overall health and well-being through 

these challenging times should invest in. No question.

Blessings,

An 

Present ed by Veronika Gold
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Tit anium  is a chem ical elem ent  w it h t he sym bol 

Ti and at om ic num ber  22. It  is a lust rous 

t ransit ion m et al w it h a si lver  color , low  densit y, 

and high st rengt h. Tit anium  is resist ant  t o 

cor rosion in sea wat er , aqua regia, and chlor ine.

Not  only it  doesn't  oxidize, it  is also t he only 

elem ent  iner t  t o a hum an organism  which 

doesn't  cause any allergic react ions. Therefore, i t  

is com m only used for  t he product ion of  im plant s 

in healt h care.

The shape of  a pyram id has been known t o be a 

great  energy conduct or  and m agnif ier  for  

m il lennia. Alt hough any m at er ials can be used, 

t he energy f ield pot ent ial of  t he t it anium  

pyram id exceeds up t o 500 t im es t he energy and 

vibrat ion power  of  a pyram idal form at ion m ade 

of  any ot her  m at er ial.

The elect ron shell of  an at om ic nucleus of  t h is 

elem ent  is able t o am azingly com m unicat e w it h 

t he cellu lar  syst em  of  hum ans, anim als and even 

plant s. Thus it  is of t en ut i l ized t o st im ulat e 

alt ernat ive harm onizing and regenerat ion 

processes.

The Som avedic Tit anium  Pyram id is m ade of  t he 

purest  t i t anium  (99,84% Ti) and it s dim ensions 

have t he propor t ions of  t he power ful Great  

Pyram id in Giza.

All t h is m akes t he Som avedic Tit anium  Pyram id 

one of  t he m ost  power ful posit ive energet ic t ools 

t oday.

Som avedic T itanium  Pyram id



Let me introduce you Ruby and Cobalt

Somavedic Medic Ruby

has all the features and properties as Somavedic 

Medic,  plus on top of that has all the advantages 

and properties of the Ruby crystal. 

The intention was to create a model, which would, 

apart from the standard functions of the proven 

model Medic, also support spiritual growth, 

encourage kindness and open hearts. Rubin is 

popular especially among women, who

can feel its potential immediately

- Ruby - promoting spiritual growth

- Stimulating heart chakra activity puts the 

heart in balance

- It evokes positive dreams and clear visual 

images

- It encourages pineal gland activity

- Thanks to the protective effect of this stone, 

you can work harder during arguments and 

clashes.

- In emotional life, the ruby ??appears as a 

dynamic stone.

- It stimulates desires and enthusiasm in the 

heart.

- Ruby ??is a crystal that supports the need to 

socialize with humans and induces sexual 

activity

- As for the body, the ruby ??helps to 

overcome exhaustion and lethargy. It 

impersonates strength and energy. On 

the other hand, it dampens hyperactivity. 

Elimination of influences: 3G,4G, EMF, Geopathic 

Zones, viruses, bacteria, molds

Environment: Everywhere where there?s a need 

to ?open hearts?- family houses and apartment 

blocks, rehabilitation centres, spiritual centres, 

meditation rooms, etc.

Body: Hand-blown crystal with an admixture of 

rubies (sanded)

Somavedic Medic Cobalt 

has all the features and properties as Somavedic 

Medic,  plus on top of that it has all the 

advantages and properties of the Cobalt crystal.

- Cobalt - psyche support

- Used in Egypt

- Royal blue color (chakra of the third eye)

- B vitamins are for protecting nerve tissue 

and have a beneficial effect on the overall 

psyche

Trace amounts of cobalt are important for 

many living organisms, including humans. The 

concentration of several tenths of milligrams of 

cobalt per kilogram of soil has been shown to 

improve the health of grazing cattle. Cobalt is 

also part of one of the important members of 

the B group vitamins, vitamin B12.

This model is  built on a strong and proven 

foundation of the model Medic. Its core has 

been enriched with additional stones, which 

have a positive influence on psyche, intuition 

and concentration. Kobalt should also help with 

finding a way out of depressive states and mild 

psychological disorders. Especially men who 

work on themselves will like this model.

Elimination of influences: 3G, 4G, EMF, GPZ, 

viruses, bacteria, molds

Environment: Everywhere where there?s a need 

for the balanced psyche - family houses and 

apartment blocks, workplaces, office spaces, 

shops, etc.

Body: Hand-blown crystal with an admixture of 

cobalt (sanded)

Present ed by Veronika Gold f rom  Som avedic 
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Twins from Somavedic Family



I came across Somavedic by a pure coincidence 
when my mother visited a clairvoyant lady in the 
Czech Republic and after her session she asked 
her ?I can?t help, but the green lamp you have 
over there feels so good! What is it?? What she 
heard was fascinating enough for her to tell me 
about it. And since I prefer having my own unique 
experience, I decided to give it a try. To give you a 
better picture, I must say that I have fallen in love 
with it so much that I offered the inventor our help 
in spreading this cutting edge right brain 
technology to the North America. In this article, I 
will share why.

First, what is actually this Somavedic?

It is a beautiful device which combines ancient 
wisdom of our ancestors, in terms of working with 
energy and matter, with cutting edge research in 
the field of Resonance Therapy and Quantum 
Physics. It leverages understanding that on the 
subatomic level, all is just energy and vibrations, 
just like Nicola Tesla predicted. It can plug into the 
unity quantum field and from there it can 
effectively deal with many kinds of root causes 
which typically make people unwell and so much 
more.

In short, Somavedic creates a healthy and 
supportive multi-dimensional environment where 
you can live, grow and thrive.

It creates a protective sphere of 100-200 feet in 
radius, penetrating through the walls. So a single 

unit can cover your entire home!

Somavedic will support your growth on all levels, 
physical as well as metaphysical. It will detoxify you, 
boost your energy, improve your sleep, help you with 
headaches, improve your health, enhance your 
psychic abilities and generally support you in 
becoming the best version of yourself.

If you want to get rid of consequences, you must first 
get rid of causes

If your basement gets constantly flooded, it doesn?t 
help to keep bucketing the water away forever. You 
need to stop the leak first. Similarly, if you keep 
getting health issues, you cannot just keep taking 
drugs to suppress the symptoms.

Somavedic?s primary function is to neutralize the 
harmful effects of electrosmog (electromagnetic 
radiation including 5G) and geopathic stress which 
are 2 most frequent root causes for health issues 
which people can?t easily influence on their own 
(unless they know how to use e.g. MerKaBa or any 
other non-physical techniques).

Supportive Environment

Even if you are a great healer or a sportsman who 
takes care of your body regularly, it makes a huge 
difference whether you live in an environment which 
slows you down or which supports you in what you 
do. Creating a supportive environment is what 
Somavedic excels in.

Layer by layer, supporting your well-being

Once your environment is stabilized and stops 
draining you, Somavedic works on your physical 
body. Therefore, people can go through 
detoxification stage in the beginning as their body 
starts getting rid of what it doesn?t like.

When the physical body is cleansed, Somavedic goes 
deeper ? to your energy system. It clears and 
balances chakras and helps you to deal with the 
blocks in your auric levels.

Once your energy flows freely again, your natural 
regeneration process is restarted and you 
automatically become healthier.

Structuring Water

One of my favorite features of Somavedic is that 
it can change properties of water, so it becomes 
healthier. And not only the drinking water!

Remember that it has a range of 100-200 feet in 
radius? Thanks to the non-chemical way, it also 
tunes into water inside your cells, inside your 
plants, your pets, your blood, etc. and takes your 
health to yet another level! Your body is ~70% 
water, so it really makes a difference. 

And I simply fell in love with the taste of 
structured water. Once you try it, you?ll never 
want to go back to unstructured water 

Reference comes from business partner Michal 
Petr Recka

Source of information comes from: 
https://visionaryheart.info/blog/
why-i-love-somavedic/
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I love 
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The Somavedic Gold

Is the pinnacle of Somavedic Technologies. Not only it can do 
all that the other models, but it is many times stronger than 
all the other models. My guess is that maybe even 4x stronger 
than the Ambers, or 8x stronger than the Greens.

It can structure water even better! If you have one at home, 
you can try it ? put 2 water battles with the same water next 
to it and label them (whether physically or simply via 
intention) to belong to 2 different people. Somavedic Gold 
then changes 
the water to be 
customized 
and optimal for 
the labeled 
person! This 
was actually 
discovered by 
accident, when 
a married 
couple did 
exactly this and 
then they 
accidentally 
swapped their 
water bottles. 
They realized 
that they 
suddenly didn?t like how the water tasted. After swapping the 
bottles back to their owners, they each liked their water 
again. Somavedic Green Ultra and Amber can do this too, just 
the higher model, the better it can do it.

The real reason why it is so expensive is however because it is 
completely customized to the owner. When you order your 
Somavedic Gold, the inventor uses his clairvoyant abilities to 
tailor the device to your entire genetic tree! This way the 
device has a far more powerful effect on you personally and 
as a side effect also on your entire family ? your children, 
grandchildren, brothers, sisters, parents, grandparents, etc.

Hey what?! A single device can give your entire family a boost 
no matter on where they are physically located on Earth? Yep. 
That?s the beauty of working with unity fieldDistance doesn?t 
matter.

We have our own Somavedic Gold in Ontario in Canada and 
since we got it, our families in the Czech Republic started 
reporting changes in their lives. Of course, if they don?t have 
their own Somavedic at home, it is working with them only 
on the energetic level, which takes a while until it gets 
projected into the physical reality. But if they have at least the 

weakest Somavedic model at home, the entire effect 
magnifies.

We have witnessed many dramatic changes in our families. 
Previously ignored long-term issues started bubbling up to 
the surface even for them and as they faced them and 
resolved them a bigger sense of peace came to their homes 
too. We also feel more connected now

How to get you own Somavedic?

You can explore which model resonates with you the most 
here. If you find your 
favorite, you can place 
your order directly in 
the e-shop or you can 
contact us. We are 
always happy to assist 
with any questions you 
might have

About the prices

Somavedic is definitely 
an investment that 
needs to be considered 
wisely. If it doesn?t 
resonate, simply forget 
about it. We see its 
tremendous value and 
potential and we 

believe that those who resonate with it will spontaneously 
be drawn to it, since that?s how the law of attraction works.

It is an investment into a healthy and supportive 
environment 24/7. The company guarantees 5 years 
warranty and people can return it within 3 months if they 
don?t like it. But so far, nobody has returned anything to us.

I personally think that the real value is actually much 
higher than the charged cost. But I appreciate that 
Somavedic Technologies keeps the price ?low?. There are 
far more expensive devices out there which can do only 
fractions of what Somavedic can do. For me, the value of 
my health, growth and evolution is priceless and I am very 
happy that I decided to give it a chance.

Veronika Gold f rom  Som avedic in Canada 
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The Somavedic Gold
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